Estimation of left ventricular stroke volume based on pressure waves measured at the wrist: a method aimed at home-based use.
Continuous monitoring of stroke volume (SV) or cardiac output (CO) has long been the subject of numerous studies. The majority of existing methods are calibration-dependent, requiring invasive measurements of CO to initialize the estimation algorithms, thus limiting their application to the clinical setting. In the present study, a new calibration-free method aimed at home-based use has been developed, which allows noninvasive estimation of SV from oscillometric signals measured at the wrist. The estimation equation was constructed based on the PRAM method, with significant modifications to incorporate more patient-specific information. Furthermore, the estimation equation was optimized based on the clinical data acquired from 96 patients (the 'Training' group) to obtain the best comparison of estimated SV with echocardiographic SV. The resulting estimation equation was then applied directly to another patient group (the 'Testing' group) to examine its validity. Obtained results demonstrate that our estimations correlated closely with the measurements in both patient groups. In addition to being noninvasive and calibration-free, the proposed method can be fully automated, which may be valuable for the future development of home-based cardiac monitoring systems.